
CLASSIC PERSONALISED BAG TAG
Your child’s bag will always stand out with one of our 

colourful designs on this durable plastic tag.

BUTTON BAG TAGS
Key chain style Button Bag Tags in a huge range of different designs!

BAG TAGS

Penelope

HenryHarrison

The Stuck on You® Gelati bag range is great for preschool, kinder 
and school. Includes insulated Lunchboxes, roomy Backpacks 

and durable Library Bags.

LARGE LUNCHBOXES
Keep food fresh and organised! Features foil lining, inside mesh pocket and front

pocket. Approx. size 250 x 100 x 200mm.

DUFFLE BAGS
A great quality bag made from soft poly canvas, perfect for sleepovers, school camp, sports 

and even as a school bag. The Duffle Bag has a wide carry handle and shoulder straps.

Our durable, poly canvas Book Bags feature an easy pull drawstring design, which closes the 
bag and converts into a backpack style. Each bag is fully lined in coordinating fabric.

LARGE BACKPACKS BOOK BAGS
Heading off to school has never been so stylish than with a Large Backpack from Stuck on You! 

Choose from Dusky blue, Flamingo pink and Sea Foam green.

BAGS OF STYLE

William

Charlotte

Harry

Mini Backpacks

Make sure your child's bag 
always returns home with 
our personalised Bag Tags.

Spend less time recovering 
lost property and more 
time getting on with the 

fun things in life.

Poppy

Our fullly insulated Lunch Bag includes a drink bottle compartment that fits neatly in the lid
as well as wipe down foil lining. Includes a front pocket ideal for extra snacks. 

LUNCHBAGS

Labels for every

Evie

Charlie

Max

Oscar Charlotte

Thomas



MINI ALLERGy 
NAME LABELS

Labels for every

CLASSIC IRON ON

Washing machine and dryer safe, 
will bond permanently to fabric.

CLASSIC LARGE
Stick on Labels for lunchboxes,

stationery and drink bottles.

CLASSIC SMALL
Stick on Labels great for books, 

containers and more.

CLASSIC MINI

Perfect stick on labels for pencils, 
stationery and small items.

DESIGNER NAME DOTS

A great label for books, electronics and more. 

DESIGNER NAME LABELS
Peel and stick for a quick solution! 

Choose from a range of unique designs.

CLASSIC IRON ON DOTS
Smaller size, washing machine 

and dryer safe.

LABELS

DESIGNER SHOE LABELS
Ensure both shoes return home! 

Laminated for durability.

Ensure your children stay safe by highlighting 
any allergies clearly on lunchboxes, 
bags, water bottles and more!

ALLERGY LABELS

ALLERGy DOT 
NAME LABELS

ALLERGy SqUARE 
NAME LABELS

CONTACT US
www.stuckonyou.com.au

Stuck on You® has labels for everything your child owns! 
Our Name Labels are dishwasher and microwave safe and are scratch resistant. 
Our Iron On Clothing Labels bond permanently to fabric. Our fantastic peel and 
stick, Stick On Clothing Labels are an easy clothing label alternative. 


